Alerts & Reports
Alerts
Issues can occur at any time within your network and
applications. With Highlight, you don’t need to be logged
in 24/7 to know when something has gone wrong.
Using email alerts, a user can be notified through various
customisable methods:
• Certain folders or locations
• Specific watch types – for example only ADSL circuits
• Stability, load or health issues
• Issues that occur during business hours only
• When issues start or clear
• When issues have been ongoing for a set duration
These alerts are flexible so that they can be used to auto-generate tickets into your preferred management
system creating a more efficient, streamlined process for support teams.
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Reports
Highlight’s powerful reporting engine means you can use
relevant data from your network to see historical trends
from the past year and make fact-based decisions for
future planning. This data is useful for capacity planning
or recommendations to improve network performance.
Simple navigation allows you to see summarised
statistics for a selected period of time over a day,
week or month. It includes the duration or quantity
of outages that occurred or the response times on a
performance test. The visual graphs are perpetuated across the reporting functionality and allow click-throughs
for more detailed information on specific elements. Reports are flexible, so you can see more than just one
circuit at a time providing you with your network’s transparency.
Highlight has a range of predefined report templates available which can be saved and customised to only show
what’s needed. Reports are generated within seconds or can be scheduled to arrive in an email inbox, even
non-Highlight users, on the first day of the month.

The reporting capability allows for both service manager and customer to see clearly the same information
and react to data in a positive way.
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